Eva Herzigova

height 5'11" | 180
bust 35 | 90
waist 24 | 60
hips 35 | 90
hair dark blonde | dkl. blond
shoes 7.5 | 40
eyes blue | blau
Top, $912, Mandy Cohen; pants, price upon request, Antonio Berardi; shoes, $580, Gianvito Rossi; bracelet, $1,075, Hermès. On lips: CoverGirl Blast Flipstick in Whisper.
forever & eva

With a career spanning 22 years, supermodel Eva Herzigova has seen trends come and go. But when rocker-chic separates are embellished and recast in a neutral palette, they only get better with age.

Photographs by Txema Yeste
Fashion editor: Claudia Engemann
THE BESPOKE BODY BIBLE

The New Year is a time to rethink our approaches to health, fitness and wellbeing. Bazaar rounds up expert advice with our own tips to help you build an achievable new regime.

Photographs by Matthew Brookes featuring Eva Herzigova
Eva in black glitter.
What more could you ask for?
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